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Victorious Eschatology - Dr. Harold R. Eberle
2020-10-01
A biblically-based, optimistic view of the future.
Along with a historical perspective, this book
offers a clear understanding of Matthew 24, the
Book of Revelation, and other key passages
about the events to precede the return of Jesus
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Christ. Satan is not going to take over this
world. Jesus Christ is Lord and He will reign
until every enemy is put under His feet!
The Pursuit of Purpose - Clarence Haynes
2019-07-19
Have you ever struggled trying to discover God's
purpose for your life? You know he has a plan. It
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sure would be nice if he'd let you in on it.
Discovering God's will and purpose for your life
does not have to be strange, spooky or
overwhelming. It can be found and more
importantly, God wants to reveal it to you. So, if
you feel stuck, then you are in the right place.
On this journey, we will unpack 11 different
ways God leads you into his will. These sensible
concepts will help you understand how God
shows up in your everyday situations with the
intention of revealing his plan and will for your
life. If you are ready to get out of the dark and
into the light of how God leads you into his will
then join me on this journey. It's time for you to
get unstuck and ultimately step into the purpose
God has for you.
National Directory for the Formation, Ministry,
and Life of Permanent Deacons in the United
States - Catholic Church. National Conference of
Catholic Bishops. Bishops' Committee on the
Permanent Diaconate 2005
The national directory addresses the dimensions
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and perspectives in the formation of deacons
and the model standards for the formation,
ministry, and life of deacons in the United
States. It is intended as a guideline for
formation, ministry, and life of permanent
deacons and a directive to be utilized when
preparing or updating a diaconate program in
formulating policies for the ministry and life of
deacons. This volume also includes Basic
Standards for Readiness for the formation of
permanent deacons in the United States, from
the bishops' Committee on the Diaconate, and
the committee document Visit of Consultation
Teams to Diocesan Permanent Diaconate
Formation Programs.
Midnight's Cry - Robert C. Harris 2007-10
The night, or the possibility of Christ returning,
begins when the night of the seven year
Tribulation begins. To deny this, is to deny the
earlier watches of the night (Mark 13:33 37),
and the night itself the Day of the Lord. In this
vein, the Day of the Lord is pictured as nighttime
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(1 Thess. 5:2), that is, before it dawns (2 Pet.
1:19). If the chapter division between 1
Thessalonians 4 & 5 is taken out, which doesn=t
exist in the original manuscripts, we find that it
is not a pre night Rapture that we are to be
ready for, but a coming of the Lord as a thief in
the night, wherein we are commanded to watch
(1 Thess. 5:6 8) and keep our garments (Rev.
16:15). Ironically, the seven year Tribulation and
the Day of the Lord both begin with birth pangs
(Matt. 24:8; 1 Thess. 5:3) they are one in the
same! Now Christians are told to earnestly
expect the Day of the Lord in 2 Pet. 3:12 (The
word hasting is really to earnestly expect in the
Greek.). In suit, since Christians are still here
once the Day begins the night (Christ also comes
as a thief in the night: in Rev. 16:15), we are told
to provoke one another to love and good works,
even more so as we see the Day approaching
(Heb. 10:24 25). Moreover, it is impossible for
the literal salvation to take place before the Day
of Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 5:5; Philip. 1:6, 10; 2
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Thess. 2:2 3), being before the Day of our
Redemption (Eph. 4:30). The pre trib Rapture
teaches that Christ=s initial coming will happen
before the Day of the Lord; before the night
(imminently), but conversely, the Word tells us,
"Let no man deceive you by any means, for that
Day shall not come (speaking of the Day of
Christ) until there is a falling away and the man
of sin is revealed. The point is, That Day will
begin the beginning of the Tribulation; and
again, both the Day of the Lord and the
Tribulation begin the night, just as we find in
Scripture (1 Thess. 5:1-3). Thus the Trump of
God in 1 Thessalonians 4:16 is not an anytime
trump before the night, but the Last Trump of
the Last Day (John 6:40), being the traditional
Second Coming. Even the idea of the Lord
returning with a shout, and the Trump of God,
and the voice of Michael the Archangel clearly
also testify of this, and these represent a battle
cry. The irony is, that there is no battle at
Christ's initial appearance (1 John 3:2), wherein
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again, we are COMMANDED to watch (1 Thess.
5:6 8) for His appearing and keep our garments
(Rev. 16:15). The Day of the Lord, wherein
Christ initially returns, again, has the attributes
of nighttime (Luke 17:34; Mark 13:35; 1 Thess.
5:2; 2 Pet. 3:10 14; Rev. 2:1, 16:15), that is,
before it dawns (2 Pet. 1:19). Thus Christ is the
Bright and Morning Star, the sign of the Son of
man at the traditional Second Coming or the
first light after the NIGHT the dawning of the
That Day (2 Pet. 1:19) when the God man
returns at the Second Coming with all of His
saints (1 Thess. 3:13, 4:14; Jude 14). Indeed, it is
That Day, that is, its prior night segment that we
are to look for (Heb. 10:24 25), that will come
upon the world and much of the Church as a
thief in the night (Luke 21:36; 1 Thess. 5:3).
Indeed, it is That Day, as Peter Greek-wise tells
us, to earnestly expect (1 Pet. 3:12). Indeed, it is
That Day when literal redemption will take place
(1 Cor. 5:5). Indeed, it is the Day of Christ (2
Thess. 2 3), being the Day of Jesus Christ (Philip.
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1:6, 10)BBbeing the Day of our Redemption
(Eph. 4:30)! Speaking of the Day of the Lord, it
begins when there is a Great Apostasy, and that
the Man of sin is revealed to the Body of Christ
(2 Thess. 2:2 3), that is, when the Antichrist
confirms (Hebrew: insolently prevails) the Old
Covenant and/or the rebuilding of the Jewish
Temple in a peace movement (Such will cause
great
Our Final Destiny - Eleanor Stockert
2005-01-26
Our Final Destiny...Revelation Through the
Reality of Gods Love is about the final book of
the Bible, Revelation of Jesus Christ. Through
researching for her first book, Finally
Liberated...Through the Reality of Gods Love,
Eleanor Stockert experienced the revelation of
Gods love. She discovered that the heart of God
is to pour out His love on us and through us to
help others. It was a revelation that transformed
her Christian walk. For over thirty years as a
Christian, Stockert had heard people express
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their fear about the end of the world. Yet, what
she discovered in Revelation is that every event
to come is enveloped by Gods desire to bring as
many people into His kingdom as possible. She
found that Gods purpose in the end times is the
same as it has been since the beginning of time
to reach out to any and all who will receive His
love.
Are We Living in the Time of the End? - United
Church of God 2010-09-16
What does Bible prophecy tell us about the time
of the end? Are we living in the end time? When
will be the end of the world? For thousands of
years people have been fascinated with
predictions of the end of the world. If we look
into the inspired writings of the biblical prophets
and apostles, we find many prophecies that refer
to the time of the end. Should we take them
seriously? Are world conditions such that these
prophecies could be fulfilled in our day? Jesus
Christ Himself talked of a future time so
horrendous that no human lives would be spared
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"unless those days were shortened" (Matthew
24:22). Did He have our time in mind? Many
biblical warnings leave us in no doubt that
increasingly cataclysmic events will occur before
God's direct intervention in human affairs. These
terrifying prophecies will see their fulfillment at
some future time. The crucial question is when.
This eye-opening Bible study aid booklet, Are We
Living in the Time of the End?, examines exactly
what Jesus, His apostles and the biblical
prophets really said about the intriguing days
they referred to as the time of the end. You need
this vital information! Chapters in this ebook: -Are We Living in the Time of the End? -- What Is
the Time of the End? -- A World in Perpetual
Crisis -- Noah and Our Time: A Sobering Parallel
-- The End of the Age -- The Time of the End: The
End of What? -- Biblical Terms for the Coming
End of Man's Age -- Jesus Christ's Olivet
Prophecy: Where Are We Now? -- Did Jesus
Christ Foretell Devastating Storms? -- 'This
Generation Will Not Pass' -- The End Time in the
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Book of Revelation -- The Population Explosion
and Prophecy -- God's Framework for End-Time
Prophecy -- Preparing for the End Time -- What
Can You Do? Inside this Bible Study Aid ebook:
"But we should remember that Jesus made it
clear that no one could know the exact time of
His return: "… Of that day and hour no one
knows, not even the angels of heaven, but My
Father only" (Matthew 24:36)." "Some think the
subject of the end time in the Bible is mainly
confined to the New Testament. But beginning
in Genesis, the first book of the Bible, the
Scriptures look beyond our present evil age to
the time of the establishing of God's Kingdom.
Old Testament scriptures have much to say
about events that take place during the end of
this age and the following "world to come.""
"When Scripture mentions "the time of the end"
or "the end of the age," it is referring to the
coming end of the present evil age. This age—in
reality the age of Satan—will draw to an end,
replaced by the age of God's rule over and
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guidance of all of humanity." "Revelation is a
book written to reveal the future, and Jesus
Christ is the One who does the revealing...Here
is the theme of Revelation—the time of the end
of the age and the return of Jesus Christ to
establish God's Kingdom on earth." "How should
we view prophecy? Can it provide spiritual
benefits? The apostle Peter mentioned that
prophecy should serve to strengthen our hope
and faith in the future (2 Peter 1:19)."
Jesus' Final Victory - Larry Wilson 2011-12-27
A verse by verse study on the apocalyptic
prophecies of Daniel and Revelation.
Four Portraits, One Jesus, 2nd Edition - Mark L.
Strauss 2020-03-24
To Christians worldwide, the man Jesus of
Nazareth is the centerpiece of history, the object
of faith, hope, and worship. Even those who do
not follow him admit the vast influence of his
life. For anyone interested in knowing more
about Jesus, study of the four biblical Gospels is
essential. The second edition of Four Portraits,
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One Jesus has been updated throughout to meet
the needs to today's students. It is a thorough
yet accessible introduction to the four biblical
Gospels and their subject, the life and person of
Jesus. Like different artists rendering the same
subject using different styles and points of view,
the Gospels paint four highly distinctive portraits
of the same remarkable Jesus. With clarity and
insight, Mark Strauss illuminates these four
books addressing the following important areas:
First he addresses the nature, origin, methods
for study, and historical, religious, and cultural
backgrounds of the Gospels. He then moves on
to closer study of each narrative and its
contribution to our understanding of Jesus,
investigating things such as plot, characters, and
theme. Finally, he pulls it all together with a
detailed examination of what the Gospels teach
about Jesus' ministry, message, death, and
resurrection, with excursions into the quest for
the historical Jesus and the historical reliability
of the Gospels. This textbook together with its
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workbook, video lectures, and laminated sheet
gives students everything they need for a
thorough and enriching study of Jesus and the
Gospels.
The Gospel According to John - 1999
The publication of the King James version of the
Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611,
coincided with an extraordinary flowering of
English literature and is universally
acknowledged as the greatest influence on
English-language literature in history. Now,
world-class literary writers introduce the book of
the King James Bible in a series of beautifully
designed, small-format volumes. The
introducers' passionate, provocative, and
personal engagements with the spirituality and
the language of the text make the Bible come
alive as a stunning work of literature and remind
us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
The Close of Probation - Marvin Moore 2014
The Church in End-Time Prophecy - Curtis
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Schulze 2021-04-12
Church in Prophecy Today, the rapture of the
church is one of the most disputed end-time
topics in all the scriptures. No other end-time
doctrine has divided the church more than this
subject of the rapture. We have made this all
about timing, rather than his return. Many are
preoccupied with and distracted by their own
particular prediction. The purpose of this book is
not to refute one position in favor of another, but
to come against the church's obsession and
preoccupation with timing. Our focus should be
directed toward his return, and not fixed on
timing. This is the testimony of the scriptures!
Whether he comes early, or whether he tarries,
this does not matter to me. What matters to me
is the readiness of the church! We need to be
ready now and always if he comes early, but if
delayed: we will need to be ready to go through
the dark and difficult days ahead. We need to
prepare our hearts now for what is coming lest it
catch us off guard! We need to build our faith to
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stand under pressure, and we need to build our
trust and confidence in Him now to keep us
while in tribulation. We will need to settle the
matter in our hearts concerning all those things
coming on the earth, to lay our lives down at all
cost! We will need to prepare our children and
loved ones for the day ahead if the Lord tarry. If
the Lord did return today, most would not be
ready to evacuate! If he were to delay his
coming, most are unprepared for the dark and
difficult days ahead. I am afraid for the church! I
am afraid many will fall away if the rapture does
not occur as expected. I am afraid many are
taking this too lightly, thinking they are
guaranteed a seat on the rapture express but
will be left behind because of complacency and
indifference toward Christ and the gospel. Either
way you look at it, the church is neither ready to
leave, nor ready to go through!
Faith Precedes the Miracle - Spencer W.
Kimball 1993-06-01
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Prophetic Guide to the End Times - Derek Prince
2008
"When we consider that at least one-quarter of
God's written Word is predictive prophecy, notes
Derek Prince, we are drawn to its pages with
new vision--and great anticipation. Through
grounded, scholarly, optimistic and personal
insights, this trusted Bible teacher will help you
gain new understanding about what to expect as
times draws to a close." -- Back cover
End Times Dawning: Get Ready! - Steve
Ashburn 2021-03-13
We are rapidly are approaching a period in time
that the Bible refers to as the End Times. This
book explains the end times drawing from Old
Testament prophecies, with an emphasis on the
book of Isaiah. This 40-year period will begin
with nuclear war in the Middle East, then the
rapture, the Russian invasion of North America,
the Russian invasion of Israel, the Tribulation,
and ends with the glorious Second Coming of
Christ. This book systematically and concisely
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goes through these prophecies and puts them in
their proper place in history, current events, and
future events, along with a proper timeline of
this End-Times period. After reading this book,
the Christian will be able to understand: The
definition of “End Times” and similar terms in
the Bible. The role of various nations such as
Egypt, Libya, Sudan, Lebanon, Syria, Gaza and
West Bank in conflict with Israel. The role of the
United States as a world power and the specific
parts it plays in the end times.
The Bride of Christ - A Metaphor for the Church
- Norbert Schnell
Lumen gentium, the Dogmatic Constitution on
the Church of the Second Vatican Council, uses
various images to speak about the Church. This
study is about the Church as the Bride of Christ.
Unlike the great images of the Church as the
People of God and the Body of Christ, the image
of the Church as the Bride of Christ has never
been extensively examined since the Second
Vatican Council. The current research is a
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biblical and systematic-theological study of this
image. Its main question is what this metaphor
can tell us about the essence of the Church, and
what its consequences are for the life of the
Church today.
The Parable of the Ten Virgins - Thomas
Shepard 2014-03
Thomas Shepard (1605-1649) was a New
England Puritan minister. Forbidden to preach
in England, he emigrated to Massachusetts in
1635. The most eloquent measure of his classic
The Parable of the Ten Virgins is that there is a
scarcely a page in The Religious Affections
where Jonathan Edwards does not reference
Shepard's work.
Gospelbound - Collin Hansen 2021-04-06
A profound exploration of how to hold on to hope
when our unchanging faith collides with a
changing culture, from two respected Christian
storytellers and thought leaders. “Offers neither
spin control nor image maintenance for the
evangelical tribe, but genuine hope.”—Russell
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Moore, president of ERLC As the pressures of
health warnings, economic turmoil, and partisan
politics continue to rise, the influence of gospelfocused Christians seems to be waning. In the
public square and popular opinion, we are losing
our voice right when it’s needed most for
Christ’s glory and the common good. But there’s
another story unfolding too—if you know where
to look. In Gospelbound, Collin Hansen and
Sarah Eekhoff Zylstra counter these growing
fears with a robust message of resolute hope for
anyone hungry for good news. Join them in
exploring profound stories of Christians who are
quietly changing the world in the name of
Jesus—from the wild world of digital media to
the stories of ancient saints and unsung
contemporary activists on the frontiers of justice
and mercy. Discover how, in these dark times,
the light of Jesus shines even brighter. You
haven’t heard the whole story. And that’s good
news.
The Gospel According to Mark - 1999-01-01
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The earliest of the four Gospels, the book
portrays Jesus as an enigmatic figure, struggling
with enemies, his inner and external demons,
and with his devoted but disconcerted disciples.
Unlike other gospels, his parables are obscure,
to be explained secretly to his followers. With an
introduction by Nick Cave
Laodicea, Her Authority, Organization, and
Destiny - Vernon C. Sparks 2012-03-18
—Protestant Reformation's Final Movement /
God's End Time Church— In Revelation 3:14-21,
God’s end time church is named Laodicea. In
those verses, His remnant people are described
as having the tendency to evaluate their spiritual
condition, and work, at a much higher quality
than is Christ’s judgment of it. He states that the
Laodicean church, though entrusted with the
knowledge of His last warning messages for the
world are spiritually “wretched,” “miserable,”
“poor,” “blind,” and “naked.” (verse 17).
Matthew 25:1-13 is the parable of the ten virgins
waiting to attend a wedding feast. In this
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account Jesus is also describing His remnant
people. Christ’s story says that “while the
bridegroom tarried, they all slumbered and
slept.” (verse 5). This present volume is a Bible
and Spirit of Prophecy study regarding the form
of, and reasons why, Christ brought His end time
people into a highly organized movement. It also
describes how Christ’s ordained methods of
operating His organization tend to be abused,
and even ignored. It explains how His people
tend to operate Christ’s publishing, educational,
health, and even ministerial work more in
harmony with the wisdom and wishes of man
and the world than with the clear directives of
the Lord whom we claim to be serving. But, all is
not gloom and doom. There is counsel as to how
to revive from the Laodicean condition. This
present volume goes into detail as to what Christ
will do to awaken His people. It presents the
inspired explanations as to how His remnant will
be “shaken” into the condition necessary for Him
to be able to pour out upon them the Latter Rain
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to empower and equip them to give the Loud Cry
and thus finish His work upon this earth. Entire
chapters are dedicated to the divine instructions
regarding the importance of not running ahead
of, but cooperating with, Christ in these
important dealings with His people. Table of
Contents 1—The Church That Knowest Not
2—Messages to Laodicea 3—Lessons From the
Apostolic Church 4—Lessons From Early
Adventism 5—Purposes and Scope of Church
Organization 6—Authority in God’s Church
7—God’s Plan Misused 8—God’s Plan
Misused—Part 2 9—Supportive Ministries
10—Supportive Ministries—Part 2 11—Man’s
Responses to Apostasy 12—The Remnant
Church’s Response to Apostasy 13—The Role of
Leadership in Revival and Reformation 14—The
Shaking of Adventism—Phase One 15—The
Shaking of Adventism—Phase Two 16—The
Shaking of Adventism—Phase Three 17—When
God’s Two Churches Become One 18—Running
Ahead of the Lord 19—Holding Up the Hands of
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the Prophet 20—By Every Word 21—A
Theocracy Still 22—When God Takes the Reins
Appendix A—Should There Be a General
Conference President? Appendix B—The Right
Man in the Right Place Appendix C—Should
There Be a World General Conference? Appendix
D—The Laodicean Church Appendix E—Order
and Organization Appendix F—How to Deal with
Wrongs in the Church Appendix G—Apostasy
Appendix H—Lessons From Josiah’s Reign
Appendix I—Lessons From the Apostasy at Sinai
Appendix J—Lessons From the Church in the
Wilderness
Noise of Dry Bones - Jerry Bouchillon 2002-09
The Parable of the Ten Virgins - Joseph
Augustus Seiss 2018-10-24
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the
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United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easyto-read typeface. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Lord's Day Cry - Robert Harris 2006-02
Greetings-I'm Robert Harris; in writing Lord's
Day Cry I've combined doctrinal readiness with
the fact of Christ's Bridegroom Return. Suitably,
this work makes plain Christ's initial return,
which is not an at-once redemption-whether it be
the at-once Rapture, or the Second
Coming.Actually, both above teachings negate
parable-of-the-ten-virgins-endtimes-church

large portions of Scripture. Indeed, if either of
these teachings represented the whole truth,
then there wouldn't be a need to watch, or a
need to prepare. No Tribulation Night? No
Midnight Cry? No four watches? No doors? No
knocking? No Jewish wedding? No Wedding
Feast? No Bridegroom Return with two male
witnesses? No first fruits? No Like Manner
Return? No partial Summer Harvest? No early
and latter rains? No thief like coming in That
Night? No place prepared for us? No, we are not
bought with a price? In perceiving Christ's first
coming, these many Scriptural references all
intricately link to a Jewish nighttime wedding.
No, these many references are not all just
allegoric and meaningless, as many would have
us believe.Now Jesus warned, "Take heed to
yourselves, lest at anytime your hearts be
overcharged with surfeiting (overindulgence),
and drunkenness, and the cares of this life, so
that day come upon you unawares. . . .Watch you
therefore, and pray always, that ye may be
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accounted worthy to escape all these things . . .
." (Luke 21:34-36). Here, in praying always, it is
the Christian that is to be sober in doctrine, and
not to be overtaken with overindulgence and the
cares of this life-not the unbeliever (1 Thess.
5:6-8). Sadly, the need to look for the Day of our
Redemption, not to mention the need of
preparedness for Christ's Bridegroom Return,
isn't widely being taught in the Body of Christ.
It's time to change that!
Get Ready - Robert C. Harris 2014-01-01
The way this author understands it, the initial
coming of Christ will happen early in the night
segment of the Day of the Lord long before it
dawns (the seven-year Tribulation period). This
is His first coming, which is an Open Door
Return in That Night (Matt. 25:10; Rev. 3:10).
The second coming of Christ, not the traditional
Second Coming, is His Closed Door Return in
That Night, sometime after the Great Tribulation
begins at mid-trib (Matt. 25:10; Luke 12:36;
James 5:9; Rev. 3:20). Both returns will be
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Jewish Bridegroom returns “at the doors” (Matt.
24:33). His third coming will be the glorious
traditional Second Coming with all His saints (1
Thess. 3:13; Jude V. 14), or at the Second
Coming dawn when Christ the Daystar is the
first light after the seven-year night (2 Pet.
1:19)! Now the question is, are there any
Scriptures to back this up? You bet—tons!The
Midnight Cry in the Parable of the Ten Virgins
(Matt. 25:6) symbolizes the beginning of a new
day—namely, the Day of the Lord in That
Night—which is the Day of Redemption (Eph.
4:30)—which is the Day of Jesus Christ (Philip.
1:6, 10)—which is the Day of Christ (2 Cor. 2:16;
2 Thess. 2:2-3)—which is the Day of the Lord
Jesus (1 Cor. 5:5; 2 Cor. 1:14)— which is the Day
of the Lord Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 1:7-8)—which is
the Lord's Day (Rev. 1:10)—which is the Day of
the Lord which comes as a thief in the night (1
Thess. 5:2; 2 Pet. 3:10). In sum, it is the Day that
Christians are to see approaching (Heb. 10:25),
lest the Day come unawares (Luke 21:34).Thus,
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the book name: Get Ready, which addresses the
issues of Christianity, while mixing the
understanding of end-time events with sound
doctrine and biblical preparedness. Simply put,
if the entire Church were to go up in an at once
pre-trib Rapture (pre-night), or an at once
automatic redemption at the traditional Second
Coming, why then the command to pray
always—to escape all these things that are
coming upon the world (Luke 21:34 36)?
Moreover, why then the many outright
commands to watch (Matt. 24:40 51, 25:13;
Mark 13:33 37; Luke 12:36, 38, 40, 17:34; 1
Thess. 5:6; 1 Pet. 4:7; 1 John 2:28; Rev. 3:3,
16:15.)?On this note, if the chapter division is
removed between 1st Thessalonians 4 & 5, we
don't see a pre-trib Rapture, but a return of
Christ in the night segment of the Day of the
Lord, which in that passage Paul describes as
beginning with birth pangs as does the sevenyear Tribulation (also, see Matt. 24:8).
Additionally, we immediately behold the "times
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and seasons," and in suit we are told to watch (1
Thess. 5:6 8), and this, in the night segment of
the Day of the Lord before it dawns (Mark
13:33-37; 2 Pet. 1:19). Biblical watching is to put
on faith that works by love (1 Thess. 5:6-8).
Indeed, there is a partial Summer Harvest for
the prepared in the Body of Christ (Matt. 24:32
33). Speaking of the Summer Harvest, the Early
and Latter Rains in the New Testament are
symbolic of the Holy Spirit preparing His people
for the last days (James 5:7). The Early Rain, as
we can verify in any Bible Concordance, was
Israel's seed-time rain (November-December).
The Latter Rain, which can also be verified in
this manner, was Israel's March-April rain in the
last preparation for the Spring-Summer Harvest
(partial)—“times and seasons.”“Times”
represents the three returns of Christ, and the
“seasons” represent the same—the Summer
Harvest, the Fall Harvest and the gleaning of the
Second Coming. Obviously, there is more than
one time, more than one season. Altogether,
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these are the “times of restitution” (Acts
3:21).Get Ready details the Lord's initial
Bridegroom Return(s), and the how of
recognizing the Day of our Redemption when it
starts. Moreover, Get Ready addresses the seven
letters to the churches, appropriately applying
them to today's end-time Church.
Last Call for the Church - Patricia C.
Mcglennon 2016-02-10
There is a power shift coming, and a pivotal
turning point in human history is on the horizon.
Radical Islamic terrorism and the possibility of a
nuclear war have overwhelmed the entire world.
The safety net that once protected us has been
broken. Prophetic events are speeding up! The
global upheaval the world is currently
witnessing is only the beginning of unimaginable
chaos. Last Call for the Church delivers a
powerful and convincing precept upon precept
endtimes teaching on the Second Coming of
Christ, the Rapture, and the crucial timing of
why only the Father knows when His son will
parable-of-the-ten-virgins-endtimes-church

return. The author is a real-life storyteller, and
she accomplishes the call to understand the
Rapture of the church, what it will be like, and
why Jesus found it necessary to teach in terms of
a wedding, a bride, and to reference Himself as
a Bridegroom. The author exclusively writes to
you, the reader. She takes you on a classroom
tour of prophecies and parables, and offers a
strong case for an aggressive Pre-Tribulation
Rapture based on Scripture, and the frequencies
of current worldwide trends. She writes just as
straightforward as she teaches. In Last Call for
the Church, you will get a truly unique
understanding of the Rapture, eschatologically,
as it applies to a collective body of believers,
referred to in the Bible as a bride, or better
known as the Bride of Christ, the church. "Do
not let your hearts be troubled," John 14:1. Last
Call for the Church presents the "traditions" of
an ancient Jewish wedding along with many
obsolete Hebraic idioms and their prophetic
meaning on the landscape of Eschatology and
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End times prophecy. Last Call for the Church is
not a date setter for the Rapture. It is a love
story! A love so great; it frees the captive and
reaffirms the eternal Word of God. The King is
coming.
The Rapture - Debbie Furey 2018-07-25
The Rapture of the Church is a time when Jesus
Christ comes back for his bride after preparing a
place for us like he promised in John 14:1-3. This
book examines what will take place when that
event occurs. Just as there was hidden
prophecies about Christ's first coming, should
we be surprised there are hidden prophecies
related to Jesus Christ's second coming? An
example of this in the book of Ruth paints a
picture of the return of the Jews coming back
into their land shortly before the marriage of
Jesus Christ and his church. Another hidden
prophecy is a picture of the ten virgins, five wise
and five foolish, hidden in the Song of Solomon.
This story shows what will happen to those who
are ready and those who are not. In the story of
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Leah and Rachel in Genesis, we see a picture of
the church and Israel in the "End Times." All of
these hidden prophecies show the love Jesus has
for his bride, the church, and his longing to
return for her. As you read these pages, I hope
you feel the heart beat of God as the nearness of
the Rapture draws near. This book examines the
questions: - Will all Christians be taken in the
Rapture? - How is Jesus' return like the "days of
Noah"? - How is Jesus' return like the "days of
Lot"? - How is the Rapture a picture of the
ancient Jewish wedding customs? - What is the
hidden prophetic meaning of the number two?
My hope in your reading this book is that on the
day the cry is made, "behold the bridegroom
cometh; go ye out to meet him" (Matthew 25:6,
KJV), you will joyfully light your lamp and go out
to meet him.
Worthy to Escape - Adrian Zenz 2012-11
A captivating, fresh analysis of Bible prophecy
that sheds new light on God's eternal truths
about the events of the End Times.
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Understanding End Times Prophecy - Paul N.
Benware 2006-05-01
Many Christians think of end times prophecy as
a gigantic, intimidating puzzle -- difficult to piece
together and impossible to figure out. But every
puzzle can be solved if you approach it the right
way. Paul Benware compares prophecy to a
picture puzzle. Putting the edge pieces together
first builds the 'framework' that makes it easier
to fit the other pieces in their place. According
to Benware, the framework for eschatology is
the biblical covenants. He begins his
comprehensive survey by explaining the major
covenants. Then he discusses several different
interpretations of end times prophecy. Benware
digs into the details of the Rapture, the Great
Tribulation, the judgements and resurrections,
and the millennial kingdom. But he also adds a
unique, personal element to the study,
answering questions as: -Why study bible
prophecy? -What difference does it make if I'm
premillenial or amillenial? If what the Bible says
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about the future puzzles you, Understanding End
Times Prophecy will help you put together the
pieces and see the big picture.
The Lamb's Book of Life - Larry W. Wilson
2016-08
The book of Revelation describes Jesus as a
"Lamb" who receives a book sealed with seven
seals. The seals have begun to be broken and
questions remain about the seals and the Book
of Life. This book argues that the book sealed
with seven seals is the Book of Life. Jesus is
breaking each seal to ultimately reveal who He
really is.
Holy Bible - Zondervan Publishing House
2013-01-21
A reasonably priced, quality black hardcover
pew and ministry Bible featuring a large 12point font.
Is God Still Coming? - Shion Oconnor 2022-07-19
There are worldwide concerns that the planet is
on the brink of extinction, but just how close are
we to the end? Is there a prophetic significance
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of Brexit for example? What about climate
change? Since the earth was created thousands
of years ago, why was there no concern of a
global extinction before now? What is it about
now, that worries climatologists and
meteorologists, and for that matter,
epidemiologists, and virologists? Is there a
prophetic significance in the timing of the
Covid19 pandemic, or the rise in global social
unrests like BLM? Did the Bible prophets foresee
the rise of Silicon Valley, the explosion of
Artificial Intelligence or the break-neck speed in
information technology? If so, what is their
prophetic utility in decoding the timetable for
the end? How does the combination of science
and eschatology help us to appreciate our
proximity to the brink? This shocking revelation
answers the question, ‘Is God Still Coming?’
The Parables of Jesus - William Barclay
1999-05-01
William Barclay brings to these "best-known
stories in the world" new force and significance
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for the modern reader. Each chapter analyzes an
individual parable--identifies its theme, explains
it in the light of the language and customs of the
ancient world, and clearly interprets its meaning
for us today. The William Barclay Library is a
collection of books addressing the great issues
of the Christian faith. As one of the world's most
widely read interpreters of the Bible and its
meaning, William Barclay devoted his life to
helping people become more faithful disciples of
Jesus Christ.
End Time Scenario - Moses L.H. Tay 2015-08-13
The world can expect to witness the following
events unfolding in the days and years ahead:
The USD losing its reserves currency status The
collapse of the global financial system America
further weakened by earthquakes and internal
revolution The great tribulation Regional war
between Israel and her neighbors The Third
World War and the rise of Russia Russia invades
Israel The rapture of the saints Israel rebuilding
the third temple The reign of the Antichrist
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through the New World Order The second
coming of Christ Treacherous times are coming.
However, there is safety and hope for the
righteous. King David, the ancient king of Israel,
had once said, "I have been young, and now am
old; yet I have not seen the righteous forsaken,
nor his descendants begging bread." The
righteous will find their way as they seek the
face of the Lord. The righteous will be delivered.
Angels of Fire - Candice Smithyman
2021-07-20
The supernatural link between angels of fire and
the coming move of Gods glory! The angelic host
has been with us from the beginning. While they
are not often recognized by the human eye, they
have been present all along and are vital to the
work of God being fulfilled in the Earth. When
you learn how to recognize these unique angels
and how they are operating, you will be able to
participate with them to bring about the
accelerated healing, restoration, purification,
and all of the other end-time signs of global Holy
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Spirit outpouring. Angels are preparing the way
for the greatest move of God in human history.
Discover how you can join in with their
preparation and experience this end-times
outpouring today! Candice Smithyman is a TV
host, prophetic author, and supernatural
minister. She carries a powerful revelation about
the vital link between the Angels of Fire, Gods
end-time outpouring of glory, and how you fit
into the unfolding of heavens history-making,
world-shaking agenda. Discover ancient truths
about the angelic, such as how: Angels are
Word-activated─not by human words, but by the
Word of God. Angels help bring Gods plans and
purposes to pass in your life. Angels are
assigned to a person at conception─often
identified as guardian angels. Angels cooperate
with people, fulfilling divine assignments to see
renewal and revival break out in the Earth.
Angels participate in divine healing: learn how
to partner with their activity while praying for
the sick. Angel activity, colors, and operations in
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the throne room of God will stir your hunger to
experience greater open-heaven encounters.
Angels will be ushering in the end-time--revival
and the more we know, the better equipped we
will be to participate with God as He returns
The Gospel According to Matthew - 1999
The publication of the King James version of the
Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611,
coincided with an extraordinary flowering of
English literature and is universally
acknowledged as the greatest influence on
English-language literature in history. Now,
world-class literary writers introduce the book of
the King James Bible in a series of beautifully
designed, small-format volumes. The
introducers' passionate, provocative, and
personal engagements with the spirituality and
the language of the text make the Bible come
alive as a stunning work of literature and remind
us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
Revelation - 1999-01-01
The final book of the Bible, Revelation
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prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in
a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and
numerological predictions. According to these,
empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed
and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an
introduction by Will Self.
An Outline of the End Times - PT Nicholson
2016-12-15
An Outline of the End Times is written by a
layperson for laypeople. In an attempt to be
comprehensive yet concise and thorough, PT
Nicholson explores prophetic scripture in
relation to the end times. He weighs up
counterarguments of key issues that divide
Christians regarding the tribulation and the
millennium and carefully synthesizes an outline
of events without overlooking difficulties.
Combined with exhaustive scripture references,
he uses charts, tables, maps, sketches, and
graphs to explain issues and analyse topics as
succinctly as possible. About 25 percent of the
Bible is prophecy and, according to a well-known
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and respected scholar on Bible prophecy, John
Walvoord, five hundred of one thousand
prophetic events remain unfulfilled. Yet many
Christians have only a vague notion of how endtime events will unfold due to inadequate
teaching and a shortage of comprehensively
researched books on the subject. An Outline of
the End Times serves as a reference resource to
help meet this need.
Walking with the King - Eleanor Stockert
2016-04-15
Walking with the Kingthrough the Reality of
Gods Love is a book for anyone desiring a
deeper, more intimate relationship with their
Father God. It is a book that points to His
limitless love for His children and His neverending desire to see them blessed and protected.
It encourages believers to trust in the Fathers
Love to provide for every need in their lives. It is
also a book that warns believers against having
a superficial relationship with their Heavenly
Father claiming to know and love Him, but
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treating Him and His Word as unimportant
through benign neglect. In these last days,
which are becoming increasingly more
dangerous, the only true place of safety and
security is found in the presence of God the
Father. Walking with the Kingthrough the
Reality of Gods Love is Eleanor Stockerts third
book dealing with the reality of Gods Love. As in
the first two books, Finally LiberatedThrough
the Reality of Gods Love and Our Final
DestinyRevelation Through the Reality of Gods
Love, Stockert leads the reader to a deeper level
of understanding of Gods Love as seen through
the heart of a good Father. Walking with the
King enables believers to enjoy the abundant life
Jesus died to give them.
UNDERSTANDING THE END TIMES - Dr.
Simon Rock Njolomah 2012-01-07
This book is to furnish information that can
make sense to both the student of Eschatology
and the layman. Thus while the book is useful to
the scholar it is also easily understood by the
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general seeker of truth. Current and unfolding
world events are also examined in the light and
context of Scripture. The book has both a
persuasive and combative approach. There are
no ill feelings towards those teachers and
authors with whom this author is at variance in
certain areas of the subject.
Are These the Last Days? - Charles Schmitt
2014-07-01
Solomon says in Proverbs 4:18 that we can
expect an increase in enlightenment and an
expansion of understanding as we approach the
last days. That is Charles P. Schmitt’s position as
he presents a fresh scrutiny of Old and New
Testament prophetic scriptures in the light of
today's world events.
The Advent of the End-Time Church - David J.
Wiseman 2004-06-02
Since the beginning of the Christian Church, two
parallel churches have existed. There is the
church organization, so often controlled by man,
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rather than by God and there is the true spiritual
churchthe remnantthat walks in obedience with
God regardless of the name over the door. The
Advent of The End-Time Church investigates the
end-time church and its origins. There is a
decaying organizational church but within it is a
glorious church without spot or wrinkle that our
Lord is coming back to claim. It examines the
strengths, weaknesses and practices of the
church universal. It is a call for the body of
Christ to band together with these strengths in
these last days for there is one Lord and one
church. The Christian must be vigilant against
being seduced and fooled. It is a warning to
Gods people how they can be lulled to sleep by
stagnant tradition and doctrines, which they
believe are time-proven but many of which can
be traced to seeds of Gentile paganism. Being
grounded in contemporary events, it is a
warning to wake up, not only to what is
happening in society but also within the church.
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